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"Learning is not the product of teaching. Learning is the product of the
activity of learners" - John Holt

There is always a podium laid for every individual to Dream! To
Desire! To Determine! To Decide their Destiny... Vidya Vihar Central
School is one of the best in discovering every approach as flair to bloom
into vibrant colour

With gratitude to God, ! A continuous journey of 21 yrs. Here I
present our Annual Report for the year 2020-21.

Excellent CBSE class 10th result, as always, filled us with pride
and I feel honored to mention that, we had 100% result for the academic
2019-20. Out of 123 students, top scorer is Ms Shivani KU with 96%.16
students secured 90% and above.

For XII, Out of 40 students, Maneesha Manikandan scored the
highest with 92.8%.And three students secured more than 90%.

The Covid -19 Pandemic has forced educators to transform their
lessons to Online versions in short span of time.

The academic year 2020 – 2021, faced a very challenging time
which brought the world to a complete halt with the Corona pandemic
and with lockdown all over the Nation. This isolation was unique and
unprecedented event in our lives. It had become imperative to stay at
home and we had to decide as to how meaningfully we could utilize our
time. In these hard times, we had to maintain positivity and high morale.

Our teachers had to change to online teaching, requiring them to
use various digital tools and resources and implement new approaches to



teaching and learning. I am grateful to have such wonderful team of
teachers. They stood up and made the Pandemic into a a successful and
fruitful academic year.

“ The learning of learners”, Current trends of teaching and learning
necessitates a regular updating of teachers. Our teachers including me
constantly strived to stay updated by attending various virtual seminars ,
workshops and training programmes. We decided to post the pre
recorded sessions which include PPT’s, videos, audios etc. Through U
tube link. So the teaching did not stop. To teach remotely, a classroom
without students was a huge challenge for a teacher. This situation
helped in inculcating the habit of “Self Study” in students. As per the
plan, we began our new academic session from 1st April 2020 for the
classes 9,10 &12. We all had faced a completely unprecedented crisis
due to the spread of corona virus all around the world. However, this
time had taught us how to build foundations of resilience to face difficult
events in future. Conducting exams was the biggest challenge. Students
were sent question papers through google forms and had to solve them
under the supervision of their parents . Std. I to Std. VIII had to be
promoted to next grades. We believed that our students would have
solved the final exam papers at home honestly. This was “Self
Evaluation”.“All work and no play makes jack a dull boy” so after study
time, students were asked to remain engaged in household activities,
reading books, making art/craft articles and also in doing physical
exercises like yoga/asanas at home. A competion was conducted among
the children category wise so as to inspire them to engage in household
works .Almost everyone participated in the event and the winners were
as follows.





Teams were created for all the students and teachers of the whole
school. Teams were made class wise and subject wise. In each team
channels were made lesson wise. This enabled the teachers, students and
parents to get the data for studying lesson wise.

Our teachers not only covered the scholastic areas but also the
co-scholastic areas like Yoga, PT, Music, Art and Craft.

Readiness for online session The school conducted a survey to
understand the availability of resources to assess the readiness for online
sessions. The school created awareness amongst the parents and students
through a online meeting by the Principal to understand the importance
of online teaching learning process during pandemic period. 98 –99 %
students attend the online sessions. Only 1-2% students who were not
able to attend the online session due to network issue or some medical
reasons were supported through offline medium . It was in the form of
Videos prepared by the teachers and uploaded on You tube. The link of
the same was provided to the students .They were also provided with
hard copies of textbooks as and when lockdown was lifted in the area.
Links of the textbook were provided . Regular meetings were conducted
with the parents to understand the effectiveness of online teaching
learning process.

Assessment of Learning gaps:

During online session verbal assessment by asking questions was
conducted by the teachers . The various tests assigned in the form of
Google forms gave an analysis of the performance of the class and
question wise mapping . The teacher was able to map the learning gaps.
Weekly test and activities were conducted to monitor the teaching
learning process . The periodic test was conducted online to assess
whether the learning objectives are achieved or not. Question wise



feedback was provided to the students during periodic test .Virtual
interactions were conducted to understand the learning gaps from the
feedback given by the parents. Academic Year 2019 started with a
number of meetings and seminars that aimed at enhancing the school
environment and discussion of curriculum areas.

• Principal conducted a meeting to give awareness about the New
Education Policy, Learning Outcome and to love and win the hearts
of children to change their behaviour and also directed to include Art
Integrated learning, Gender Sensitivity in lesson plan.
“Real learning comes about when the competitive spirit has an
ambitious desire.

Our students participated not only in various virtual CBSE
competitions but also in other competitions. Various CBSE competitions
were organized in the school during pandemic time where many
students participated actively.

Fit India School Week Celebration

As per CBSE guidelines Fit India School Week was organized and
all the students from classes 6th to 10th participated spontaneously in
Yoga, Fitness Exercise, Poster Making etc. It was celebrated during the
month of December (12.12.2020-22.12.2020) to support the nation-wide
“Fit India Movement” and to inculcate healthy habits in students and
teachers. The main objective of the movement was to encourage students
to reduce the screen time and to increase active field time.

Various activities were conducted during this week which included
rope skipping, freehand exercises, zig-zag run, shuttle run, chess, rubics
cube, squats challenge, step up challenge, spot, jogging, rope skipping,
hopscotch, dance, yoga, aerobics, poster making & so on. The events
saw wide participation by primary, middle and senior wing students of



the school.

School Parliament Election

School Parliament members were selected online. It was done in a
wonderful way. Everything done online. Students of classes 6 and above
took part in it.There was MEET THE CANDIDATE programme, where
all the students nominated introduced themselves through a video
uploaded in the U tube(https://youtu.be/Y5AjogsoLvA) After the
election, results were declared by the
principal.(https://youtu.be/nG-M9ycRHW0)

School Parliament members 2020-21

School Captain: Lakshmi P S XII

School Vice Captain: Avani K S XI

School house captains: Ilham Nadhir XI, Abhijith T S XI

Jibin Joseph XI, Krishna Jayan XI

School House Vice Captains:

Athul Pankaj IX, Parvathi B IX

Shekthra Nigilesh IX, Madhav S Kumar IX

Fine Arts Secretary: Nanditha P IX

Sports Secretary: Amal Krishna K R IX

Magazine editor: Aysha Sathar IX

https://youtu.be/Y5AjogsoLvA
https://youtu.be/nG-M9ycRHW0


Arts festival

was conducted for all the categories KG to XII. It was mainly
concentrated on oral items. The following

Arts festival results 2020

Malayalam story telling

LKG
1.Ananya C. S Lkg B
2.Anaya Padmaraj Lkg B
3.Aradhya A Vimal Lkg A

UKG
1.Gianna Rose UkgB
2.Siya A. S UkgC
3.Mohammed Ziyan UkgA

Category- I
1.Ann Mariya IB prathiba
2.Ardra Sudeesh llC prerana
3.Manasa. T llD vasuda
Neha Rinesh lC vasuda

Category -ll
Enriya Vadakkan lVA vasuda
AryaBijeesh lllA prerana
Ameya Sudeesh lVC vasudha

English story telling
LKG
1.Ananya C. S LkgB
2.Raahil Rakesh LkgB
UKG
1.Andrick Lijo UkgC



2.Vivaan sarath UkgB
3.Advika C. A UkgC
Category -l
1.Ardra Sudeesh llC prerana
2.Adhya Padmaraj llD vipula
Sanvika K. S lC prerana
Category -ll
1.Sangeethika Hari lllB prathiba
2.Ameya Sudeesh lVC vasudha
3.Anika N Minesh lllC prerana

Malayalam Elocution
Category -lll
1.Nivedya K Prakash VlB prerana
2.Mehza VD vasudha
3.Durga Krishna E VA prathiba

Category -IV
1.Alka pradesh VlllA prerana

Category -V

1.Avani K. S Xl sci Vipula
2.Ilham Nadir Xlsci Vasudha

Hindi Recitation
Category -lll
1.Anusree Sreejith VllB Vipula
2.Diya VD Vipula

Category- IV

1.Anaswara Shailesh VlllB vasudha

English Elocution



Category -lll
1.Sidrah VlA Vipula
2.Anushka E Ramesh VB prerana
3.Krishna E Kumar VllC Vipula

Category -IV
1.Izza Fatin lXA Vipula
2.Ardra Raj XA Prathiba
3.Sruthi Suneesh XA Vasudha

Category -V
1.Ilham Nadir Xl sci Vasudha

Malayalam Recitation
LKG
1.Ananya C. S LkgB
2.Sarang LkgB
3.Sivanya P. A LkgB
UKG
1.Vaishnavi U. K UkgB
2.Badrinath N. L UkgA
3.Advika C. A UkgC

Category -1
1. Manasa T llD Vasudha
2.Ritwik K. V lA Prathiba
3.Dhwanirag Kunnathully lB Prathiba

Catagory -ll
1.Suryadev E. S lVA Prathiba
2.Nasra Navas lllC Prerana
3.Niharika V. R lllA Vasudha

Category - lll
1.Adwaith V Sathya VllA Prerana



2.Sreedevika K. P VlA Prathiba
3.Niranjan Manoj VlB Prerana
Cat-IV
1.Manjusha Manikandan VlllA Vipula
2.Madhavi Krishna XC Prerana
3.Nandana Nandakumar lXC Prathiba
Cat- V
1.Nirajan Kallat Xlsci Prerana
2.Lakshmi P. S Xllcom Vasudha

Mappilapattu
Cat -lV
1.Mohammed Aadhil XA Vasudha
2.Moh. Abdul Azeez lXC Vasudha
3.Nehala Sarafudeen lXB Prerana

Light music
LKG
1.Sanmay P. S LkgA
2.Dhwani Kishore LkgB
3.Hridya Abishek LkgA
UKG
1.moh. Rihan LkgA
2.Siya. A. S UkgC
3.Vaishnavi .V. K UkgB

Cat-1
1.Dhyanrag lB Vipula
2.Aashvi K. S lC Prathiba
Dwanirag lB Prathiba

3.Adwaith A llD Prathiba
Aradhya P. H llC Vasudha

Cat-2
1.Riza R. F lV A Prerana



2.Krishnaram K lVC Prerana
3.Suryadev E. S lVA Prathiba

Cat-3
1.Niranjan P. S VB Vasudha
2.Ardra. K. P VB Vasadha
3.Sreedevika K. P VlA Prathiba

Cat-4
1.Harshim V. H VlllB Prathiba
2.Sreejith XB Prerana

Girls
1.Pavithra R Nair XA Vasudha
2.Snagha Rajeev X A
Bhavani. K. M VlllC Vasudha

English Recitation
Cat-1
1.Zain Shaad T. S lC Prerana
2.Ritwik K. V lA Prathiba
Moh. Faizan llA Prerana
3.Adeeya K. G llD Vipula

Cat-2
1.Arya Bijeesh lllA Prerana
2.Thanishka lllA Vasudha
3.Sangeethika Hari lllB Prathiba

Cat-3
1.Alfas P. A VA Prerana
2.Anusree Sreejith Vll B Vipula
3.Ganga Sunil VllB Prerana

Cat-4



1.Karthyayani Narayanan XB Prathiba
2.Nandana Ashok P VlllB Prerana
3.Anaswara Shailesh Vlll B Vasudha

Cat-5
1.Lakshmi P. S Xllcom Vasudha
2.M. U. Krishnaveni Xlsci prathiba
3.Ilham Nadir Xlsci Vasudha

Arabic Recitation
Cat-4
Consolation prize
Moh. Abdul Azeez lX C Vasudha

Cat-5
1.Swahiba P. S Xllsci Vasudha
2.Moh. Sharhaan Xlsci Vasudha

Total Points
Vasudha : 86
Prerana : 77
Prathibha : 53
Vipula : 41

Onam Celebration

Virtual celebration : Students of class I and II participated in Veettile
Maveli ( fancy dress), Floral Design competition by class III & IV, Craft
making competition by class V & VI, Speech competition and Collage
making competition by Class VII to class VIII were conducted. Culinary
competition was done for Class IX & X. All enjoyed the virtual Onam
Sadya. All the events were captured and published in school YouTube
channel.



Independence Day &Republic day

Due to high number of Covid cases and lockdown the Flag hoisting was
done with fewer staff and put up live on whatsapp.Class assemblies were
conducted in every class ,students presented speeches, songs in different
languages. The pandemic has confined the students to their homes, but it
cannot dampen their patriotic spirit and pride for the nation. In the times
of virtual learning, we re-modeled the Republic Day rituals to keep the
fervor of this important day alive in students. The tiny tots of our school
celebrated the spirit of Republic Day by performing online dances on
patriotic songs and they sang with utmost pride.

Christmas celebration

In the voyage of the discovery of excellence in the field of education,
our endeavor of keeping the values- Love, Peace, Truth, Non- violence
and Right conduct alive in our thought word and action.Several
competitions like card making competition, Star making, Crib making,
Christmas tree decoration, selected our Christmas friend and sending
posting a gifts, Dance performance by class X and all were the parts of
the programme.

We prepared the children for the Board Examination both X and
XII. Offline classes started on 1st January, 2021. Sufficient revision was
done to prepare themselves for the board examination. But due to the
unfortunate covid situation CBSE was unable to conduct board
examination The asset of institution is the staff; we are also blessed in
this regard. It will not be out of place to mention the diligent efforts put
in this regard. It will not be out of place to mention the diligent efforts
put in by my dedicated team of teachers and non – teaching staff. I
express my sincere gratitude and admiration to all teaching and non-
teaching staff for their great effort. When alert and cooperative parents



and dedicated team of teachers join hands together there is no question
of child’s failure in any field.
Our Institution is blessed with smart and innovative students. I thank
all our students on this occasion.For the all the efforts taken indeed a
very proud moment for all the stake holders as this brings positivity in
such
pandemic situation and it acknowledges the fact that Vidya Vihar
Central School was on the right path in online teaching
We express our heartfelt gratitude to all our students, parents, well
wishers and patrons of our school whose constant support and guidance
has helped maintain high standard of education and discipline in our
school. We take this opportunity to commit ourselves to do our best to
serve this locality through quality education. We seek the blessing from
the God Almighty to help and guide us in the right direction.
“Learning gives creativity, creativity leads to thinking, thinking provides
knowledge and knowledge makes you great.” Last but not the least, it
is true that all the progressive and praiseworthy work has been possible
only because of the massive cooperation of everyone associated with
School. Our sincere thanks go to students, faculty Members and
Management. We would like to extend our special thanks to all the
parents, who were always there to follow us. To conclude, we can only
say that we are committed to produce super useful, confident, efficient
and self-sufficient students, who carry out the values of love,
compassion, empathy, truthfulness and sacrifice everywhere. Let me
conclude this report by invoking the blessings of the great Almighty, to
shower on us his abundant grace continuously to fulfill our mission to
provide value based education for our younger generation and enable
them to become the ideal citizens of our progressing nation. With the
grace of Almighty our school has been making a study progress in the
right direction. This cannot be achieved without an excellent team work.



We have been getting a great support and cooperation from all
management trustee members, staff, parents and students. We extend our
sincere thanks to all of them. To conclude, I would like to emphasis that
we continue our challenging journey towards excellence in education
and solicit cooperation and support from everyone for the same.


